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doi:10.1journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/rinimPublisher’s noteI am delighted to announce the launch of Results in Immunology,
an online only journal launched as one of the ﬁrst in a new series of
author-pays, open access journals offering authors a speedy way to
publish peer reviewed science.
Peer review plays an integral role in the interaction and
communication between authors, readers, reviewers and editors
as the established method to evaluate the quality of science. We
recognise though that there are shortcomings and sometimes
even frustrations associated with the traditional manuscript
submission and peer review processes. Our aim is to help
facilitate and develop fast, effective and truly innovative solutions
to improve the overall manuscript submission and peer review
process for all individuals concerned.
Traditional publishing processes are changing and in this
context we have established a family cluster of linked journals
within the immunology ﬁeld. This allows us to foster collaboration39
016/j.rinim.2011.05.003between those journals, enabling us to deliver more options and
better services to improve the publication process.
Results in Immunology is the new author-pays, open access
member of this family. The family cluster is based around the new
article transfer service, which gives authors the option, if they are
unsuccessful in their original submission, to decide to have their
manuscript transferred, along with the reviewer reports, to
another suitable immunology journal or Results in Immunology,
without the need to resubmit and reformat.
We look forward to receiving your support and collaboration
with this initiative and welcome your feedback and suggestions.Paul Taylor
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